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at EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh
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ACR Electronics is exhibiting at EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh, Hangar C, Booth
3122
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Pilot Safety has never been easier with the new ARTEX ELT Pilot Kit

Oshkosh, Wisconsin on July 22, 2019 — ACR Electronics, Inc. unveils their
latest Survival Kit for Pilots available at EAA AirVenture, Oshkosh. The new
ARTEX ELT Pilot Kit is the perfect combination of safety and survival
products designed to keep aviators safe in an emergency. The ARTEX Pilot Kit
provides aviators with one convenient kit to outfit their aircraft with the
latest in 406 MHz survival technology including the best selling ELT 345
Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) along with new ResQLink 400 Personal
Locator Beacon and key survival gear to provide a redundant system to alert
Search and Rescue of their location.

The best selling ARTEX ELT 345 comes with a built-in GPS interface, remote
switch, buzzer, antenna and aviation grade installation hardware and
provides pilots with a cost-effective ELT upgrade solution to legacy 121.5
MHz ELTs that are no longer monitored by Search and Rescue Satellites, or as
a replacement for other 406 MHz ELTs for the quality and value-minded
aviator. The new ACR ResQLink™ 400 Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) is
included, which can easily be attached to clothing and taken on or off the
aircraft. The 406 MHz PLB is the perfect companion for an ELT and provides
pilots with the grab and go flexibility to take it with them on all their aviation
and outdoor adventures.

To round out the Pilot Kit, ACR is including day and night visual distress
signals with their C-Light™ H2O Rescue Light, a Signal Mirror, and the
ResQ™ Whistle.

Jeffery Geraci, Vice President of Aviation Sales, ACR Electronics, said: “We
developed this kit to provide a complete and cost-effective survival system
tailored to the needs of aviation. The FAA and Cospas-Sarsat approved ELT
345 provides the same ARTEX quality at an industry leading price and when
bundled with the ACR ResQLink 400 Personal Locator Beacon, C-Light,
whistle, and Signal Mirror, the kit provides pilots and their families with the
peace of mind and all the essential tools they need to be prepared for any
circumstance.”

ACR Electronics, Inc. designs and manufactures ARTEX ELT’s, battery packs
and other aviation accessories. ARTEX ELT’s serve a wide category of aircrafts
ranging from general aviation to the world’s leading airframe manufacturers
as well as government aircrafts.



The new ARTEX Pilot Kit is available at a price of $749.99

For more information please visit: www.ARTEX.com or visit ARTEX at EAA
Airventure Oshkosh in Hangar C, Booth 3122.

###

Notes To Editors: For Product Demonstrations, visit Jeff Geraci or James
Hunter in our Booth at EAA Airventure in Hangar C, Booth 3122.

For editorial support, product training and requests, or additional
photography email Mikele D’Arcangelo at marketing@acrartex.com
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About ACR Electronics, Inc. and ARTEX

ACR Electronics brand ARTEX is a leading provider of safety and survival
equipment to the aviation market for general, business, commercial, and
military applications. Suitable for every type of fixed wing and rotor wing
aircraft, ARTEX Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELTs) are selected by most
aircraft manufacturers around the world. Under the ARTEX brand, ACR
Electronics designs and manufactures a complete portfolio of survival
products for the aviation industry including ELTs, Personal Locator Beacons
(PLBs), battery packs, ELT accessories, iridium tracking and communication
distress beacons, megaphones, and distress lighting. Customers range from
the individual private pilot to the world's largest airframe manufacturers,
airlines, and governments.
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